<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Chart Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1st Grade | C | 550 | Fast | Bgr J Heatwave 68 1 2 1 4 1 4 1 35 3057 2.30 gained lead r l easil  
|         |         |           |              | DK’s Nocturnal 78 2 1 3 5 2 2 35 3091 5.90 chased to no avail l  
|         |         |           |              | At’s Hudd Son 75.5 3 7 7 14 7 7 11 3137 8.60 hindered 1st tm ins  
|         |         |           |              | Jt On The Run 74.5 4 5 8 15 8 8 12 3146 8.90 bpm rivals wide vtst  
|         |         |           |              | Jl Blurred 78 5 4 6 5 5 5 85 3116 1.90 squeezed 1st tm md  
|         |         |           |              | Zeppelin 70 6 3 2 3 4 4 7 3107 6.20 couldnt sustain bid  
|         |         |           |              | Mick’s Flash 79 7 6 12 4 3 8 3097 16.50 despite trouble 1st  
|         |         |           |              | Rp Spike Lee 79 8 8 6 13 6 8 8 3119 17.80 held position ins  |
| 2nd Grade | M | 550 | Fast | Chasing Limits 81.5 1 6 5 13 6 5 18 3187 3.20 never involved out  
|         |         |           |              | Leisurly Life 59 2 3 3 8 2 2 75 3090 6.80 dug in for place ins  
|         |         |           |              | Oakland Barrage 58 4 2 4 10 4 3 8 3043 4.50 moving well late md  
|         |         |           |              | Accord Swift 74.5 5 1 1 5 1 6 1 75 3037 2.85 extended lead ins  
|         |         |           |              | Sq Ransieh Ruby 58.5 7 5 6 14 5 6 19 3171 8.30 little impact md  
|         |         |           |              | Super C Cuda 60.5 6 4 2 5 3 4 10 3109 2.00 ely fcty out  |
| 3rd Grade | C | 550 | Fast | Derek Carr 72 1 1 1 1 3 4 11 3150 3.50 ely speed tiring in  
|         |         |           |              | Wildkat Sally 65 2 4 4 4 2 7 24 3240 5.80 lacked early speed i  
|         |         |           |              | Knocknlookknockn 57 3 3 3 2 8 8 8 3088 8.00 fell far tmd  
|         |         |           |              | Tj Murder Nova 67 4 8 8 10 6 5 12 3158 8.60 moving too late ins  
|         |         |           |              | Rj’s Chase Andrew 64 5 2 2 1 1 6 1 9 3088 10.90 much the best late m  
|         |         |           |              | Chris Rock 70.5 6 5 5 7 2 2 8 3131 2.50 strong mid move no  
|         |         |           |              | Aj Coolthuluke 68.5 1 7 6 8 8 4 3 11 3147 7.40 pushed wide stretch  
|         |         |           |              | Imark Bmdy 60 6 8 7 9 5 6 10 3152 6.40 never in contention  |
| 4th Grade | A | 550 | Fast | Black Raven 59 1 1 1 4 4 4 6 3063 5.00 moderate pace ins  
|         |         |           |              | Timoney Tanner 76 2 6 6 13 7 7 10 3096 8.30 followed pace md  
|         |         |           |              | Flyin Artistry 59 3 2 2 4 2 2 5 3027 3.20 closed gap late md  
|         |         |           |              | Superior Rio 62.5 4 5 5 11 6 6 7 3089 7.20 little impact ins  
|         |         |           |              | L’s Olivia 64 5 7 7 13 5 5 7 3098 6.50 never varied ins  
|         |         |           |              | Kw Mallibu Run 71 6 3 3 5 3 3 2 3038 2.30 settled into show sp  
|         |         |           |              | Se’s Ransom 59 7 4 4 9 1 1 5 3021 5.70 held safe margin md  
|         |         |           |              | B’s The Comanche 63 6 8 8 19 8 8 11 3099 23.80 remained in rear ins  |
| 5th Grade | C | 550 | Fast | Jd Collusion 62 1 3 3 2 3 3 6 7.5 3081 9.20 weakened stretch ins  
|         |         |           |              | Dabb Greer 73.5 2 6 4 4 4 3 6 3 3074 8.00 outlawed rivals for  
|         |         |           |              | Super C Woordrow 73 2 1 1 1 2 1 1.5 3029 1.90 relentless in lead i  
|         |         |           |              | At’s Big N Tall 65.5 4 1 5 5 5 5 7 3079 21.60 moderate pace md  
|         |         |           |              | Cynthia Pepper 55 5 7 6 8 7 7 9 3094 15.50 followed pace ins  
|         |         |           |              | Cosmo 79.5 6 5 8 10 8 8 11 3132 2.40 never got rolling in  
|         |         |           |              | Madeline P 62 2 6 7 9 9 6 4.6 3075 9.40 moving forward thru  
|         |         |           |              | Day Drinker 71 6 4 2 1 2 2 1.5 3039 3.70 chased determinedly  |

**NAPLES**

Charts for Wednesday Afternoon, 04/24/19

1st Grade: C Distance: 550 Condition: Fast
- Bgr J Heatwave
- DK’s Nocturnal
- At’s Hudd Son
- Jt On The Run
- Jl Blurred
- Zeppelin
- Mick’s Flash
- Rp Spike Lee
- 1st Grade: C Distance: 550 Condition: Fast
- 1 Bgr J Heatwave
- 2 DK’s Nocturnal
- 3 At’s Hudd Son
- 4 Jt On The Run

Exotics:
- , :
- , :
- , :
- , :

2nd Grade: M Distance: 550 Condition: Fast
- Chasing Limits
- Leisurly Life
- Oakland Barrage
- Accord Swift
- Sq Ransieh Ruby
- Super C Cuda
- 2nd Grade: M Distance: 550 Condition: Fast
- 1 Chasing Limits
- 2 Leisurly Life
- 4 Oakland Barrage
- 5 Accord Swift

Exotics:
- :
- :
- :
- :

Exotics:
- :
- :
- :
- :

3rd Grade: C Distance: 550 Condition: Fast
- Derek Carr
- Wildkat Sally
- Knocknlookknockn
- Tj Murder Nova
- Rj’s Chase Andrew
- Chris Rock
- Aj Coolthuluke
- Imark Bmdy
- 3rd Grade: C Distance: 550 Condition: Fast
- 1 Derek Carr
- 2 Wildkat Sally
- 3 Knocknlookknockn
- 4 Tj Murder Nova

Exotics:
- :
- :

Exotics:
- :
- :

4th Grade: A Distance: 550 Condition: Fast
- Black Raven
- Timoney Tanner
- Flyin Artistry
- Superior Rio
- L’s Olivia
- Kw Mallibu Run
- Se’s Ransom
- B’s The Comanche
- 4th Grade: A Distance: 550 Condition: Fast
- 1 Black Raven
- 2 Timoney Tanner
- 3 Flyin Artistry
- 4 Superior Rio

Exotics:
- :
- :

Exotics:
- :
- :

5th Grade: C Distance: 550 Condition: Fast
- Jd Collusion
- Dabb Greer
- Super C Woordrow
- At’s Big N Tall
- Cosmo
- Madeline P
- Day Drinker
- 5th Grade: C Distance: 550 Condition: Fast
- 1 Jd Collusion
- 2 Dabb Greer
- 3 Super C Woordrow
- 4 At’s Big N Tall

Exotics:
- :
- :

Exotics:
- :
- :